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ABSTRACT
Electronically nonadiabatic or non-Born-Oppenheimer (non-BO)
chemical processes (photodissociation, charge-transfer, etc.) in-
volve a nonradiative change in the electronic state of the system.
Molecular dynamics simulations typically treat nuclei as moving
classically on a single adiabatic potential energy surface, and these
techniques are not immediately generalizable to non-BO systems
due to the inherently quantum mechanical nature of electronic
transitions. Here we generalize the concept of a single-surface
molecular dynamics trajectory to that of a coupled-surface non-
BO trajectory that evolves “semiclassically” under the influence of
two or more electronic states and their couplings. Five non-BO
trajectory methods are discussed. Next, we summarize the results
of a series of systematic studies using a database of accurate
quantum mechanical reaction probabilities and internal energy
distributions for several six-dimensional model bimolecular scat-
tering collisions. The test set includes three kinds of prototypical
nonadiabatic interactions: conical intersections, avoided crossings,
and regions of weak coupling. We show that the coherent switching
with decay of mixing (CSDM) non-BO trajectory method provides
a robust and accurate way to extend molecular dynamics to treat
electronically nonadiabatic chemistry for all three kinds of non-
adiabatic interactions, and we recommend it for molecular dynam-
ics simulations involving nonradiative electronic state changes.

1. Introduction
Chemical processes involve both nuclear motions (such
as molecular vibrations and rotations) and electronic
motions (charge transfer, internal conversion, etc.). Chemi-

cal dynamics simulations may be simplified by making a
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) separation of the nuclear and
electronic motions, where the electrons are assumed to
respond instantaneously (adiabatically) to changes in the
nuclear coordinates, and the resulting nuclear motion
evolves under the influence of a single adiabatic potential
energy surface or, equivalently, is governed by the gradient
of this surface, which is the force field. The BO separation
is useful computationally because (1) it allows the nuclear
and electronic problems, which usually correspond to very
different time scales, to be solved independently and (2)
separate kinds of theory may be used to treat the nuclear
and electronic motions.

For many systems, nuclear motion is often well de-
scribed by using classical mechanics. Classical simulations
are often called trajectory calculations or “molecular
dynamics”.1 Molecular dynamics has proven itself to be
a useful tool for many areas of chemistry from drug design
to materials science. Classical simulations neglect quan-
tum effects, such as nuclear tunneling and electronic
transitions, and therefore molecular dynamics may not
be accurate (or even applicable) for systems where such
effects play an important role.

In this Account, we discuss recent progress in incor-
porating nonradiative electronic transitions into classical
simulations, thus extending molecular dynamics to new
kinds of reactions, including visible and ultraviolet pho-
tochemistry, collisions of electronically excited species,
chemiluminescence, and many recombination reactions,
heterolytic dissociations, and electron transfer processes.
These processes may be called non-BO processes or
electronically nonadiabatic processes because they involve
a breakdown of the BO separation. In such processes, the
nuclear and electronic motions are coupled, that is,
nuclear motions cause a change in the electronic state
and electronic state changes affect the overall nuclear
motion.

Section 3 describes the generalization of the concept
of a BO molecular dynamics trajectory on a single
potential energy surface to a non-BO trajectory.2-17 The
dynamics of a non-BO trajectory depends on two or more
potential energy surfaces and their couplings, as well as
on a set of electronic variables, which describe the overall
electronic state of the system, as discussed in section 2.

2. Representations
For non-BO systems, where two or more electronic states
(R, â, ...; â * R) are coupled via BO breakdown terms, a
potential energy surface may be associated with each
electronic state.14,18-24 The specific form of these surfaces
depends on how one chooses to represent the electronic
wave function. In the adiabatic representation, the elec-
tronic eigenvectors diagonalize the electronic Hamiltonian
matrix at fixed nuclear coordinates. Then the lowest-
energy surface corresponds to the usual BO ground-state
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surface, and the nuclear motion on one surface, ER, is
coupled to that of another surface, Eâ, by the nuclear mo-
mentum, which corresponds quantum mechanically to
the action of the nuclear gradient operator on the elec-
tronic wave function. The dominant coupling in this rep-
resentation is called the nonadiabatic coupling vector, dRâ.

Sometimes it is convenient to use wave functions that
do not diagonalize the electronic Hamiltonian, for ex-
ample, valence bond wave functions that correspond to
a single electronic configuration. A familiar example is a
curve crossing where the ground adiabatic state switches
from ionic to covalent. Since valence bond states do not
change suddenly when the nuclear geometry changes, dRâ

is often negligible in a valence bond representation;19 the
valence bond states are mainly coupled by the scalar
electronic Hamiltonian (e.g., by the electronic Coulomb
operator) rather than by the vector nuclear gradient.
Unfortunately a quantitative description of a chemical
system requires many more valence bond states than adia-
batic states. However we define a valence-bond-like basis,
called a “diabatic” basis, by a unitary transformation of
the adiabatic electronic basis functions such that the vec-
tor couplings are small enough to neglect.14,18-24 In the
diabatic representation, the surfaces and their couplings
may be written as a potential energy matrix, where the
elements URR are the surfaces, and URâ are the diabatic
couplings.

Some strengths of the adiabatic representation are that
it is well defined, it is readily calculated using well-known
electronic structure methods, and it often provides a good
zero-order picture when the coupling is neglected. How-
ever, the coupling vectors are nonsmooth, even singu-
lar,14,20-22 and inconvenient because of their high dimen-
sionality. The diabatic picture, in contrast, inevitably
neglects some coupling and is not unique, but it also has
the important advantage that the couplings are smooth
scalars.

Examples of the adiabatic and diabatic surfaces are
shown in Figure 1, panels a and b, for ammonia. The
diabatic surfaces and couplings, shown in Figure 1c, were
obtained by the fourfold way23 diabatization scheme. The
first step in this systematic scheme for obtaining diabats
from adiabats is to identify weak interaction regions of
the potential energy surface that are defined as regions
where the adiabatic states are well separated in energy,
the nonadiabatic coupling is negligible, and adiabatic
states are dominated by one or a small number of
configuration state functions (CSFs) that are good proto-
types for the diabatic states. The next step is to maximize
a density functional involving three terms (called the
threefold density criterion) that yields diabatic (i.e., smooth)
molecular orbitals (DMOs) and to re-express the CSFs in
terms of DMOs. In some strong interaction regions, the
threefold criterion is insufficient to yield smoothly varying
DMOs for the entire range of nuclear geometries, and one
needs a reference orbital and a fourth criterion, resulting
in the fourfold way.23

The results in Figure 1 were generated25 using multi-
configuration quasidegenerate perturbation theory.26 A

conical intersection occurs at planar geometries (θ ) 90°),
which becomes an avoided crossing at other values of θ.
Note that the diabatic surfaces are smooth functions of
geometry and smoothly intersect with each other. The
diabatic coupling is an odd function and changes sign
about the D3h planar geometry.

The adiabatic potential energy surfaces may be ob-
tained by diagonalizing the diabatic potential energy
matrix, and the nonadiabatic coupling may be obtained
from the transformation so that either representation may
be used for dynamics, even when the diabatic surfaces
and couplings are computed directly.

3. Non-Born-Oppenheimer Trajectories
Next, we consider methods for incorporating non-BO
coupling into classical trajectories. The nuclear motion is
simulated by an ensemble (swarm) of independent tra-
jectories, the initial conditions of which are distributed
to mimic the distribution in position and momentum
space of a quantum mechanical wave packet. Methods
involving coupled trajectories (where the motion of each
trajectory in the ensemble depends on the properties of
other trajectories in the ensemble) are being developed,27

but we do not consider them here.
As each trajectory in the ensemble evolves in time, the

nuclear motion causes a change in the electronic state
due to the breakdown of the BO approximation. This
change results in a new effective potential energy felt by
the trajectory. Non-BO trajectory methods must treat
these effects accurately and self-consistently.

FIGURE 1. (a) Adiabatic and (b) diabatic potential energy surfaces
for NH3 as functions of one N-H bond distance and the inversion
angle θ with the other coordinates fixed at their ground-state
equilibrium values. The diabatic coupling is shown in panel c; it
changes sign when one passes through a planar geometry. A conical
intersection occurs in panel a at a planar geometry (θ ) 90°) at a
N-H bond distance of 2.1 Å.
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An electronic state reduced density matrix,28 G, is
associated with each trajectory in the ensemble, where
each diagonal element FRR is the probability of being in a
given electronic state R, and FRâ are coherences (i.e., they
correspond to the cross terms when the wave function is
a coherent superposition of two states). The initial values
of G are determined by the details of the problem, but
typically a trajectory will start in a given state R such that
FRR ) 1, and all other elements of G are initially zero.
Equations for the time dependence of the elements of G
along an arbitrary classical trajectory may be obtained
using the Schrödinger equation and a semiclassical ap-
proximation, which yields6,15

where

R4 is the classical nuclear velocity, VRR ) ER and VRâ ) 0
for the adiabatic representation, and VRR′ ) URR′ and dRR′

) 0 for the diabatic representation. Adiabatically, dRâ

couples the states, and diabatically, URâ couples them.
When the coupling between states is zero, the diagonal
elements of G do not change and there is no transfer of
electronic state density. When coupling is nonzero, popu-
lation transfer occurs (F̆RR * 0).

The nuclear coordinates R and momenta P evolve
classically according to Newton’s law

where Veff is the effective semiclassical potential energy
function that determines the non-BO trajectory.

An early29 prescription for Veff, motivated by the quan-
tum Ehrenfest relations,28 was to set the effective potential
energy surface equal to a weighted average of the potential
energy surfaces; this is equivalent to2-4,30

We call this the semiclassical Ehrenfest (SE) method; it
attempts to model the effective potential with an average.
If the potential energies of the various electronic states
are similar in topography and energy, then the nuclear
motions in each state may be such that an SE trajectory
is a reasonable approximation. For most chemical sys-
tems, however, this is not the case.6,8 An important
example of this is the case of weakly coupled surfaces; a
SE trajectory will be dominated by the potential energy
surface corresponding to the high-probability electronic
state, and regions of space accessible only on the low-
probability surface may not be properly explored. Fur-
thermore, it is desirable to compute various properties of
the products such as their internal energy, but it is not
clear how to interpret the final state of a SE trajectory.
For example an SE trajectory will finish a simulation in a
mixed adiabatic electronic state (i.e., with more than one
FRR nonzero), whereas the physics often requires that each

trajectory ends with FRK ) δRK for some K (which may
depend on the trajectory). The internal energies of mixed-
state products are not reliable because they do not
correspond to the internal energy distribution of a physi-
cally observable product. The SE method does have the
desirable feature that it is formally independent of the
choice of electronic representation.2

Next we consider semiclassical algorithms that go
beyond the SE mean-potential approach.

3.1. Trajectory Surface Hopping. In trajectory surface-
hopping methods, each trajectory, at any given time, is
assigned an electronic state (the “occupied” electronic
state K), and one assumes

The surfaces VKK can be qualitatively different in the
adiabatic and diabatic representations, and surface-hop-
ping methods are often very sensitive to the choice of
electronic representation. The single-surface propagation
is interrupted by instantaneous transitions (called surface
switches or hops) at which the occupied state is stochasti-
cally changed along the trajectory. The non-BO event is
represented as a swarm of trajectories, each hopping
between the various electronic states at different locations.
When a hop occurs, the potential energy changes discon-
tinuously, and the nuclear kinetic energy is adjusted to
conserve total energy. Specifically, for an R f â hop, the
nuclear momentum is adjusted in the direction of dRâ. For
some systems, surface-hopping methods may be inac-
curate due to classically forbidden electronic transitions.10

A surface hop is forbidden (or “frustrated”) when the
hopping algorithm calls for a hop to a higher-energy
electronic state in regions where the nuclear momentum
in the nonadiabatic coupling direction is insufficient to
allow for an energy adjustment that will conserve total
energy. When a frustrated hop is encountered, the self-
consistency of the fraction of trajectories on each surface
and the average electronic state populations is not main-
tained.

Several surface-hopping methods have been developed,
which differ in their prescription for the hopping prob-
ability. In the Parlant-Gislason (PG) approach,5 surface
hopping is allowed at local maxima in the magnitude of
a nonadiabatic coupling parameter Ω, and the hopping
probability is determined nonlocally by the evolution of
G between local minima of Ω. In the fewest-switches (FS)
method of Tully,6 the hopping probability is defined such
that hopping is minimized and only occurs when there is
a net flow (in an ensemble-averaged sense) of electronic
state probability density out of the currently occupied
state and such that the fraction of trajectories in each
electronic state equals (in the absence of frustrated hops)
the ensemble-averaged electronic state populations, FRR.
In the PG and FS methods, frustrated hops are ignored,
and when a frustrated hop occurs, the trajectory does not
change electronic states, which may cause significant
errors in the predicted nonadiabatic probabilities.10 The
fewest switches with time uncertainty (FSTU) method12

was developed to more accurately treat frustrated hops.

ipF̆RR′ ) ∑
γ

(FγR′FγR′ - FRγFRγ) (1)

FRR′ ≡ VRR′ - ipR4 ‚dRR′ (2)

P4 ) -∇Veff (3)

Veff ) ∑
R
∑
R′

FRR′VRR′ (4)

Veff ) VKK (5)
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If a frustrated hop is encountered at time t0, the system is
allowed to hop at another time th along the trajectory,
where, inspired by the time-energy uncertainty relations,
th is small enough that

where ∆E is the amount of energy that the system would
have to “borrow” to hop at time t0. The resulting nonlocal
hops may be thought of as including either uncertainty
in the hopping times or tunneling into classically forbid-
den regions. If a suitable th cannot be found that meets
the above criteria, then the frustrated hopping attempt is
treated according to the “∇V prescription”.13

3.2. Decay of Mixing Methods. Decay of mixing (DM)
methods9,17,31 are motivated by the recognition that when
classical mechanics is used for the nuclear motion and
quantum mechanics is used for the electronic motion (as
is the case for all the methods considered here), the
classical motion acts as a bath that relaxes the reduced
electronic density matrix G.32 Several DM methods have
been developed, and in this Account, we consider only
the most theoretically justifiable of them, which is the
coherent switches with decay of mixing (CSDM) method.17,31

In the CSDM method, we calculate a relaxed density
matrix by adding decay-of-mixing terms, F̆RR′

D , to those in
eq 1 such that time dependence of the relaxed density
matrix, G̃, is

where F̆RR′ is the fully coherent contribution given by eq
1. The DM terms are formulated such that the system
decays to some pure state called the decoherent state or
pointer state (labeled K throughout this section) according
to some set of first-order decay times, τRK. The additional
terms in eq 7 result in a decoherent force on the nuclear
motion, and this force is directed along the decoherent
direction ŝ, which we take to be along the nonadiabatic
coupling vector in strong interaction regions and along
the vibrational momentum elsewhere. The pointer state
is switched stochastically throughout the trajectory using
equations similar to those used to switch the occupied
state in the FS surface-hopping method. The relaxed
density matrix G̃, satisfying eq 7, is used to calculate Veff,
but the switching probability for the pointer state is
governed by the coherent G, satisfying eq 1, in each strong
coupling region. A strong coupling region is the region
between local minima in the surface coupling strength.
This feature is similar to one aspect of the PG surface-
hopping method discussed above and may be motivated
by general arguments.33 At a local minimum of the
coupling strength, the switch-controlling coherent density
matrix is synched to the relaxing one that controls the
effective potential. This key element of the method differs
from all previous surface-hopping and decay of mixing
algorithms; as a result the amount of decoherence intro-
duced between local minima of the coupling function
depends on the length of the strong coupling region and
the relaxation rates controlled by the τRâ.

We emphasize that the DM potential energy surface
switches gradually and smoothly between the various
electronic surfaces; no hops are invoked, and therefore,
no frustrated hops arise. In the DM formalism, we
preserve SE-like motion in strong interaction regions or
when the decay times are long.

Wave packet analyses have been carried out to eluci-
date the decay time.34-36 In these analyses, one can
identify pure dephasing arising from ensemble averaging
over the phases associated with various trajectories and
decoherence associated with divergence of nuclear wave
packets associated with the various electronic states.
Rossky and co-workers35 have developed expressions for
the decay time arising from the latter by considering
minimum-uncertainty packets and by making semiclas-
sical approximations. They obtain second-order decay as
the leading term and extract a first-order rate constant
from their analysis. A similar analysis36 with less restrictive
approximations gives first-order decay and a different,
complicated form for the decay time. In both formula-
tions, decay arises from the differences in forces and
momenta on each pair of surfaces. The nuclear wave
packets on the different surfaces have different momenta
and experience different forces and get out of register. The
off-diagonal elements (coherences) of the reduced elec-
tronic density therefore tend to zero when averaged over
the nuclear wave packets. A systematic comparison of the
various prescriptions for the decay time is not available.
We have obtained good results using a simple expression
that includes two key elements. In particular, at any
instant along an CSDM trajectory, the system is decoher-
ing from each state R toward a single state K at a rate ∼1/
τRK, where we assume

and E0 is a parameter. We have found that setting E0 equal
to 0.1 hartree gives good results for several systems. The
first factor may be identified as a pure dephasing term
by noting that the phase factors associated with the off-
diagonal elements of G spin in the complex plane on a
time scale of p/|VRR - VKK|. The factor in parentheses is
required to turn off decoherence when the kinetic energy
associated with the decoherent direction becomes small.
Equation 8 is used in the CSDM calculations summarized
in section 4.

4. Numerical Tests
As described above, several prescriptions for non-BO
trajectories have been developed, and because semiclas-
sical analyses and derivations necessarily contain ad hoc
elements, validation of the proposed methods is required.
Validation is often performed using simple one-dimen-
sional models designed to represent prototypical elec-
tronically nonadiabatic interactions. One must be careful,
however, when interpreting results from one-dimensional
calculations, because one-dimensional systems may be
very different from multidimensional systems.

τRK ) p
|VRR - VKK|(1 +

E0

(P‚ŝ)2/2µ) (8)

|t0 - th|∆E e p/2 (6)

F̆RR′ ) F̆RR′ + F̆RR′
D (7)
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We have developed several six-dimensional (after re-
moving center-of-mass motion) systems10,37,38 with which
to test and validate the various non-BO trajectory meth-
ods. The systems are atom-diatom reactions

where the asterisk denotes an electronically excited A
atom, and the BC diatom is initially in a specific rovibra-
tional state (v,j). During the collision, the system de-excites
either by reacting to form the products AB + C or
nonreactively to form electronically quenched A + BC,
where E′int and E′′int are the final internal (i.e., rovibra-
tional) energies of the AB and BC diatoms, respectively.
There is no electronic angular momentum, and for all of
the cases considered here, the total angular momentum
of the system is zero. We consider six observables for each
system: the probability PR of reactive de-excitation (eq
9a); the probability PQ of quenching (eq 9b); the total
probability PN of a nonadiabatic event, which is the sum
of PR and PQ; the reactive branching fraction FR, which is
defined as PR/PN; the average internal energy of the
diatomic fragment in eq 9a; and the average internal
energy of the diatomic fragment in eq 9b.

We include three qualitatively different types of surfaces
labeled avoided crossing (AC),37 conical intersection (CI),38

and weak interaction (WI),10 each of which features a pro-
totypical kind of nonadiabatic interaction, as illustrated
for a typical member of each family in Figure 2. Within
each family, we consider several coupling surfaces and
various scattering conditions, as described elsewhere.31 By
averaging over several cases, we obtain a more robust
measure of the accuracy of the non-BO trajectory meth-
ods.

Fully converged, fully six-dimensional quantum me-
chanical results were obtained10,37,38 for each system in the
test set using the outgoing wave variational principle.39

To minimize the effect of quantal oscillations in the AC
case when testing the approximate methods, we averaged
over energy.

One can express potential energies and their couplings
in either the adiabatic or diabatic representations, and
dynamics carried out in these two representations are
equivalent if no approximations are made. The SE method
is formally independent of the choice of electronic rep-
resentation, but the other methods do not preserve
representation independence, and one must choose a
representation to use for a given application. We will
therefore test the non-BO trajectory methods using both
the adiabatic and diabatic representations. For some
simple cases, the choice of the preferred representation
is straightforward. For example, for systems with large
energy gaps, the adiabatic is expected to be preferred.
However, for many non-BO problems it may not be
possible to assign a single preferred electronic representa-
tion. For example, a system may have two or more distinct
dynamical regions that differ in their preferred represen-
tation. Therefore, it is desirable to develop semiclassical

methods that are accurate in both the diabatic and
adiabatic electronic representations.

We first illustrate differences in the SE, CSDM, and
surface-hopping approaches by considering a representa-
tive trajectory. Figure 3 shows the adiabatic and effective
potential energies along an adiabatic trajectory for one
of the CI systems for a typical set of initial coordinates
and momenta. The CSDM pointer state switches between
the upper and lower surfaces five times (at 591, 605, 611,
617, and 621 fs), and the trajectory leaves the strong
interaction region reactively in a pure electronic state. The
dynamics of the SE trajectory is similar to the dynamics
of the CSDM trajectory until ∼607 fs, where the mixed
effective potential of the SE trajectory pushes the system
away from the reactive molecular arrangement. The SE
trajectory finishes the simulation nonreactively and with
an effective potential energy that is a mixture of the upper
and lower potential energy surfaces. The FSTU trajectory
hops from the upper to the lower surface near the location
of the first surface switch of the CSDM trajectory (at 591
fs) and proceeds reactively on the lower surface with
qualitatively different dynamics than the CSDM and SE
trajectories.

Five non-BO trajectory methods (SE, PG, FS, FSTU, and
CSDM) have been tested against accurate quantum me-
chanical calculations using the AC, CI, and WI atom-
diatom scattering test cases described above. Unsigned

A* + BC(v,j) f {AB + C(E′int) (9a)
A + BC(E′′int) (9b)

FIGURE 2. The ground-state adiabatic (green solid line), excited
adiabatic (blue solid line), and diabatic (dotted lines) potential
energies along the reaction coordinate for representative systems
from the (a) AC, (b) CI, and (c) WI families of potential energy
surfaces.
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percentage errors were averaged over each of the six
observables and over the various test cases in each family
of surfaces to provide a measure of the overall accuracy.
The results31 are summarized in Table 1.

It is difficult to isolate precisely what part of these errors
arises from the treatment of the nonadiabatic event and
how error much arises from the approximations involved
even in single-surface trajectory simulations (such as the
neglect of tunneling and quantized vibrations). One
typically expects an error of ∼20-25% for a single-surface
classical simulation in the gas phase. The error for the SE
method of ∼60% for the AC and CI systems is therefore
an indication that the SE method is not accurately
modeling the nonadiabatic dynamics for these systems.
Furthermore, for some of the WI systems (which feature
low-probability events), the SE method is qualitatively
incorrect. These problems outweigh the representation
independence of the SE method and make the SE method
unsuitable for practical work. The results for the surface-

hopping methods show that the PG and FS methods are
more representation-dependent and less accurate than the
FSTU method, especially for the WI system where frus-
trated hopping is important. The FSTU method is also
more accurate than the mean-field SE method; however,
the errors are still greater than the typical error associated
with single-surface classical dynamics, and sometimes the
“wrong” choice of electronic representation can lead to
significant errors. The CSDM method, however, features
low representation dependence, as illustrated in Figure
4, where a trajectory with the same set of initial conditions
is computed using the adiabatic and diabatic representa-
tions. Table 1 shows that the CSDM method has small
errors for all three types of systems, indicating that it is a
robust method of broad applicability.

5. Conclusions
We discussed recent progress in extending molecular
dynamics simulations to systems with electronically nona-
diabatic transitions. These advances include the demon-
stration of a practical algorithm for the direct calculation
of diabatic energies and couplings. The concept of a non-
Born-Oppenheimer (non-BO) trajectory was discussed as
a generalization of the usual single-surface molecular
dynamics trajectory. Several non-BO methods, including
surface-hopping and decay of mixing methods, were
tested against accurate quantum mechanical results for
17 cases involving 10 representative model systems. The
coherent switches with decay of mixing (CSDM) method,
which is the result of a series of systematic improvements
to the non-BO trajectory approach, is the most accurate
of the non-BO methods tested. The overall error for this
method is ∼25%, which is about the same as the error
associated with single-surface classical trajectory methods.
The CSDM method should be useful for qualitative and
semiquantitative modeling of non-BO systems, just as
molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study
single-surface reactions in the past.

This work is supported in part by the National Science Founda-
tion through Grant No. CHE03-49122.

FIGURE 3. A representative trajectory for one of the CI systems in
the adiabatic representation using the (a) CSDM, (b) SE, and (c)
FSTU methods. For each method, the ground-state potential energy
surface (green), the excited potential energy surface (blue), and the
effective potential (red) are shown as a function of time. The
interesting region (585-625 fs) is shown in a rectangular box for all
methods.

Table 1. Average Unsigned Percentage Errors for
Five Non-BO Trajectory Methods

method repa ACb CIc WId overalle

Mean Field
SE A/D 65 55 f f

Surface Hopping
PG A 97 49 201 116

D 117 55 495 222
FS A 64 48 29 47

D 51 40 361 151
FSTU A 52 52 24 43

D 28 36 125 63

Decay of Mixing
CSDM A 24 34 17 25

D 19 28 32 26
a Electronic representation: adiabatic (A) or diabatic (D). b Av-

eraged over nine cases. c Averaged over five cases. d Averaged over
three cases. e Averaged over AC, CI, and WI, weighted equally.
f These mean errors cannot be computed because the SE method
incorrectly predicts no reactive trajectories for two WI cases.

FIGURE 4. A representative pair of CSDM trajectories for the AC
system in (a) adiabatic and (b) diabatic representations. In both
representations the effective potential (red) coherently switches from
the excited- (blue) to the ground-state (green) potential energy
surfaces over an interval of ∼13 fs.
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